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ART. XVII.—Some Notes on the Prehistoric Remains of the 
Border District. By Miss K. S. HODGSON. 

L GENERAL OBSERVATIONS. 

IT may seem rather premature to publish even these 
slight notes on the district allotted to me by the 

Prehistoric Committee seeing that the field is so far from 
being covered, but it is desirable that some observations 
should be put on record : and though much may yet be 
discovered it is not very likely that sites of the first 
importance have escaped notice. Therefore, so long as it 
is realized that any conclusions are purely tentative and 
need testing by further research, it may be possible to 
suggest the main outlines hoping to correct them and fill 
in detail later. 

For the purpose of these notes the name Border 
district besides the Bewcastle and Brampton neighbour-
hoods will include the end of the Pennines (Cumrew Fell, 
etc.), and the northern side of the Eden Valley—
geographically and apparently historically one region. 

The district is not rich in either sites or finds of objects, 
which itself is a notable fact. Much of it is to this day 
moorland or hill pasture untouched by the plough: the 
enclosure (locally called " allotment ") of the " fell " 
only happened about the time when Mr. Maughan and 
others were noting the archaeological remains. At 
present I know of only eighteen sites and about twenty-
five finds of which some are now lost. 

Probably the nature of the country is the chief cause of 
this poverty: the soil is poor (except in the plain of the 
Eden) often it is only a thin layer of peat overlying 
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168 PREHISTORIC REMAINS OF THE BORDER DISTRICT. 

boulder-clay or pure sand; in consequence the vegetation 
is heather, bilberry, and (chiefly) benty grass*—very 
different from the fine pastures of such districts as Crosby 
Ravensworth. 

Another factor may be the shape of these Border fells, 
which are wide gently rising moors without any sharp 
peaks and steep slopes (Cardonneth Pike on Cumrew Fell 
is steep only on two sides) . This unsuitability for defence 
probably explains the absence of hill-fortst which is the 
more striking as they are numerous just across the 
Border. Anyone looking from the Bewcastle Fells over 
the Kershope Burn must be struck by the difference 
between the swelling moors round and the array of sharp 
peaks on the other side and a glance at the map will show 
many hill-forts within sight. 

There may be a third cause: no part of this district lies 
far from Hadrian's Wall, and it may well be that the 
Romans would not tolerate the construction of defensible 
works in its neighbourhood. 

Further, very few traces of Iron Age occupation (to 
which the large hill forts mostly belong) have been found 
so far. 

II. PREHISTORIC SITES OF THE DISTRICT. 
The cairns are the most conspicuous prehistoric 

remains. The great cairn known as The Currick, near 
Skelton Pike4 seems to be a long cairn of the Dumfries-
shire type. It has been much destroyed but shows 
clearly a " flat-iron " plan (Fig. I) with a definite 
rectangular outline of firmly laid stones at the broad end. 
The two indentations in the long sides suggest that there 
have been megalithic chambers whose stones have been 

* My friend Mr Ewart of the Bush tells me that in the Bewcastle district 
many pastures are very cold. 

t The site at Ashy Croft (Inventory: these Transactions, N.s. xxiii, is 
certainly not a fort). 

$ Maughan, Arch. Journal, xi, 233. 
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170 PREHISTORIC REMAINS OF THE BORDER DISTRICT. 

removed. Perhaps this was what was meant by a local 
comment : " That would be where they fetched the 
headstones from." 

This appears to be our only neolithic monument, 'unless 
the cairn near Morven's Pike which I have not succeeded 
in reaching should be another. 

There are three large " sky-line " cairns—one on Tower 
or Torr Brae between Askerton and Bewcastle, locally 
known as Michell Scott's cairn ; one on Tindale Fell; and 
one on Cardonneth Pike. The first two are featureless; 
the last has an oblong recess in the north-west sector, of 
which the lowest stones may be original and have en-
closed a cist. Local folklore says that " a miser lived 
there : he must have been a very little man because the 
door is so low." 

Here it may be noted that the great mounds at Hespeck 
Raise which seem so conspicuous from the plain are 
deceptions, being the denuded edge of an outcrop of the 
limestone rock ; but there is a small but indubitable cairn 
on the flat moor beyond. 

The cairn at Carlatton is the largest of all but has 
obviously been much added to in the course of cultivation. 
It is not usual to find so large a cairn low in a valley, but 
the situation is paralleled by the Shield Knowe cairn* on 
the White Lyne. Possibly the " beaker " interment at 
Leavy Hill near Castle Carrock may have been another 
example. 

Two fine cairns, one on Barn's or Barron's Pike (Fig. 
2) near Bewcastle, and the other on Cold Fell present 
interesting features and much resemble each other. The 
first has a large ditch about seven feet wide and two feet 
deep which is crossed on the south-west by a causeway. 
(If this is original and not built when the Survey cairn 
was erected in the centre, it suggests Scottish affinities). 
The cairn has been described as a disc-barrow on account 

* These Transactions, u.s., xl. 
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172 PREHISTORIC REMAINS OF THE BORDER DISTRICT. 

of the small mound in the centre, but I think that more 
probably it was a true cairn which has been robbed. My 
reasons for thinking so are (a) there is no outer bank to 
account for the material from the ditch; (b) the ridges in 
the north-west sector look very like the remains of a 
mound ; (c) local tradition says that stones from the site 
were used to build the fell wall which runs near on the 
East side ; and lastly it much resembles the cairn on Cold 
Fell. This is a pile of stones fifty feet by forty diameter 
and a little over four feet high standing in a circular 
depression. It seems likely that this ` saucer ' is really a 
ring-ditch only partly covered by the cairn. The plans 
and sections (Fig. 2) have been placed side by side for 
the purpose of comparison. 

Near Broadside on the Black Lyne is a group—almost a 
' field ' of small mounds. I should have dismissed them 
as mere heaps of stones picked off the land but that I was 
told that the farmer had opened one and found " a little 
stone trough " (a cist ?) 

Only indistinct traces remain of the two interesting 
cairns called the Kemp's Graves. From Mr. Maughan's 
description these date in the Roman occupation. 

The next important class of sites are stone circles. 
These are all in the Eden Valley.—Long Meg and the 
small circles near, Grey Yauds, and the Broomrigg group. 
They have been described already : * but what if any is 
their relation to the cairns of the higher Northern part of 
the region ? Could they be a " replacing variety " as 
botanists say ? 

Finally habitation sites remain to be considered and 
again the most striking fact is a negative one. So far as 
investigation has shown there are no large enclosed 
settlements such as are common in the Lake District and 
at Crosby Ravensworth. It seems unlikely that if such 

* These Transactions, N.s., xxxv. 
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conspicuous remains existed they should have been 
overlooked. 

The only possible exception is the Kemps Graves (near 
the cairns of the same name) but it has been so much 
damaged and destroyed that there can be no certainty. 

There is one thoroughly established habitation site of 
the Bronze Age between Woodhead and Mount Hulie near 
Bewcastle.* This consists of one well-preserved hut-
circle which has an entrance screen like the Dartmoor 
ones, and what may be another but is so nearly destroyed 
as to be very doubtful. 

What may be a second group lies near the source of the 
White Lyne. It consists of one hut-circle (?) of fifteen 
feet diameter, one " twin " or " horseshoe " circle 
(another Scottish type) measuring twelve feet and nine 
feet respectively and two rectangular oblong piles of 
stones which might be cairns. 

There may be many more such small settlements, and 
close search will be needed to locate them. 

Along the White Lyne there are many oblong found-
ations with an entrance in the long side towards the water, 
and near Horseholm there are similar foundations of turf. 

III. PREHISTORIC OBJECTS. 
Turning to the casual finds of prehistoric objects from 

the district, it appears that they agree well with what has 
already been learnt from a study of the sites. The 
Neolithic is represented only by two thin-butted polished 
stone axes, both from Askerton parish, and a group of 
thirty flints from Old Parks near Glassonby. The 
majority of these flints are points and scrapers, but they 
include three exquisite leaf-shaped arrow-heads, two 
" thumb " scrapers, one end-scraper, and one semi-
circular side-scraper, all finely re-touched. From the 
same place, but whether from the same level there is no 

* These Transactions N.S. xl. 
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174 PREHISTORIC REMAINS OF THE BORDER DISTRICT. 

record, come two barbed arrow-heads. One of these has 
been given away, but a photograph shows it to have been 
barbed and tanged (Evans 327*), apparently of the type 
associated with Beakers. t 

The flint arrow-head found on the Clint Head farm near 
Great Corby resembles some Irish types, but also Evans' 
303 from Yorkshire.t. 

The commonest implement is the perforated stone axe, 
of which at least eleven examples are known. Five of 
these have hour-glass perforations including one begun on 
both sides (from Croglin). Three of the others are worth 
special mention—a fine one of highly-polished black stone 
from Glassonby; one from Bowness on Solway which 
has a straight butt and an acute point, and another from 
Bowness which appears to be a polished axe perforated 
at a later date (Evans' go A).§  

Other finds are few. The food vessels found in the 
Shield Knowe cairn referred to above are nearest the 
Yorkshire types. The grave-goods from the tumulus at 
Old Parke, Glassonby, include a cinerary urn and two 
" pygmy " cups of the Middle Bronze Age. 

The picture which is dimly emerging shows what might 
be expected—very little except Bronze Age remains, and 
of those, a sort of backwater in which many currents 
have deposited their flotsam, chiefly Scottish and York-
shire, with a suggestion of possible South-Western 
influence. When it becomes possible to resume field-
survey and excavation it will no doubt be necessary to 
add to or modify it. 

* Ancient Stone Implements, p. 387. 
fi Archaeology in England and Wales, p. 102. 
$ Op. cit., p. 38o 
§ Op. cit., p. 142. 
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